Be Mobile
The BA001 battery makes your application mobile
Be inspired
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Imagine a world without
mains cables
Be mobile: The powerful Battery BA001 opens up new possibilities
The LINAK battery BA001 is a powerful rechargeable battery wrapped in a discreet design. It allows you to have it all: Mobility, flexibility and comfort – without
compromising on your design.
Create flexible office furniture solutions
Say goodbye to mains cables and design office furniture with portable power
supply. Whether you need power for your height adjustable office desk, your
trolley, your cart or your adjustable video rack in the conference room – with our
battery solution, you are flexible to place and move your furniture.
Move at home
Create independent solutions for your furniture at home, such as a
height adjustable kitchen or dinner tables. You can even create beds
or recliners with electric adjustment.

Battery technology
to set you free
Easy mounting, fast in operation
Mount the bracket to your application and simply click on the battery.
When plugged into the application, you are in operation and mobile.
ZEROTM power consumption
With ZERO Technology the battery BA001 has a standby power
consumption lower than 0.1W when not in use.
Intuitive status indicator
The BA001 features LED bars indicating capacity level and the audio alarm
beeps when it is time to recharge.
Flexible charging
When charging is needed, simply plug in a mains cable to the control box
or click off the battery and recharge it via an external power supply.

* If any and all of the Li-ion batteries built into LINAK products are found to be
defective under warranty, LINAK will provide a new product to the OEM. LINAK
explicitly disclaims all other remedies. LINAK shall not in any event be liable under any
circumstances for any special indirect punitive incidental or consequential damages
or losses arising from any incident related to the inherent risk of thermal runaway in
the Li-ion cell and any use of LINAK products. Moreover, LINAK explicitly disclaims lost
profits, failure to realise expected savings, any claim against our customer by a third
party, or any other commercial or economic losses of any kind, even if LINAK has been
advised of the possibility of such damages or losses.

1,000
mobile ideas

Bring class to the classroom

Create the truly mobile office

Improve ergonomics at the library

Convert dinner tables into kitchen worktops

Recline in the middle of the room

Get rid of cables

✔

Have comfort in every detail
Be free to design any idea

Cart your journals everywhere

✔

✔

For further information please vist our website
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Global presence

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing
accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK
products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and
actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as
mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any
product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.
All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

LINAK has a world-class sales and service organisation.
Today we are present in 35 countries all over the world.
For further information, please visit our website: LINAK.COM
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LINAK has a well-developed sales and service organisation in Europe, the Americas, Asia
and Australia. Therefore, we can assist you and your customers locally, under the global
sales concept idea: Be global, act local

